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Small Group Activity
In small groups, outline the causes, course and
results of the assigned topic.

Topics:
1. The French Huguenot War

How did politics shape the religious positions of the French
leaders?  What led to the Saint Bartholomew’s Day
Massacre, and what did it achieve?

2. The Thirty Years War
Why was the Thirty Years’ War fought?  Was politics or
religion more important in determining the outcome of the
war?  What were the main terms of the Treaty of Westphalia
in 1648?



Rebuilding France
 From the 1560s to the 1590s, religious wars between

Huguenots (French Protestants) and the Catholic
majority tore France apart.

 In 1589, under the regency of Catherine de Médici (for
Francis II and Charles IX), three powerful families tried to
control France: the Guises, the Bourbons, and the Montmorency –
Chatillons.

 The Guises were Catholic and the Bourbons and Montmorency-
Chatillons had Hueguenot sympathies. Catherine played them off one
another wanting a Catholic France, but not under Guise domination.

 Between 1562 and 1570 three religious wars were fought giving the
Protestants freedom to practice their religion in their territories.

 In 1572, in the Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre over 20,000
Huguenots were massacred.
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St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre –
violence erupted on August 24, 1572



Resolution of the French Religious Wars

 In 1598, the Huguenot prince Henry inherited the throne
becoming Henry IV and converted to Catholicism to prevent
conflict.

 To protect Protestants, Henry IV issued the Edict of Nantes,
which granted Huguenots religious toleration and let them
fortify their own towns and cities.

 Henry then set out to heal the shattered land. Under Henry,
the government reached into every aspect of French life.

 By building the royal bureaucracy and reducing the power of
the nobility, Henry laid the foundations for royal absolutism.



The Thirty Years’ War
Causes

 Rival German princes held more power
than the emperor.

 Religion divided the Protestant north and
the Catholic south and created a power
vacuum.

 Ferdinand, the Hapsburg king of Bohemia,
tried to suppress Protestants and assert
royal power over local nobles.

 In May 1618, rebellious Protestant
noblemen tossed two royal officials out a
castle window in Prague sparking a general
revolt.

 Both sides sought allies, widening the
conflict into a general European war.

Ferdinand II, Holy Roman Emperor and
King of Bohemia. His firm Catholicism
was the proximate cause of the war.



The Thirties Years’ War
←   Contemporary woodcut depicng the
Second Defenestration of Prague (1618), which
marked the beginning of the Bohemian Revolt,
which began the first part of the Thirty Years
War.

The miseries of war; 11th Hang men
Jacques Callot (1592–1635)   ↓



Results
 The Peace of Westphalia ended the war with a general European peace.

 The war led to severe depopulation.

 France gained territory.

 The Hapsburgs were forced to accept independence of all of the princes
of the Holy Roman Empire.

 Germany was divided into more
than 360 states.

 The Netherlands and present-
day Switzerland won
independence.

The Thirty Years’ War (Cont.)

Ratification of the Treaty of Münster.
Signed 15 May 1648 (Osnabrück) and  24

October 1648 (Münster)
Location Osnabrück and Münster, Westphalia,

in modern-day Germany



Europe After the Thirty Years’ War



Charles V and the Hapsburg Empire

 During the 1500s, wealth from the Americas
helped make Spain the most powerful
nation in Europe.

 In 1519, Charles V inherited a huge empire.
He became king of Spain and was also the
heir to the Hapsburg empire, including the
Holy Roman Empire and Netherlands.

 Ruling two empires involved Charles in
constant warfare with the Ottoman empire.

 Eventually, Charles gave up his titles and
divided his empire.

← Portrait of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor
traditionally attributed to Titian,
today attributed to Lambert Sustris
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Extending Spanish Power
 During his 42-year reign, Philip II worked

to expand Spanish influence, strengthen
the Catholic Church, and make his own
power absolute.

 As did Ferdinand and Isabella, Philip
further centralized the government,
ruling as an absolute monarch, a ruler
with complete authority.

 He claimed to rule by divine right, that
his authority to rule came directly from
God.

 Philip saw himself as guardian of the
Roman Catholic Church.

 Philip fought many wars as he attempted
to advance Spanish Catholic power.

Philip II, King of Spain and Portugal,
King of Naples, King consort of England,
Ruler of the Spanish Netherlands, Duke
of Milan



The Wars of Philip II, 1571–1588



Revolt in the Netherlands
 Protestants in the Netherlands (today’s Belgium, the Netherlands,

and Luxembourg) resisted Philip’s efforts to crush their faith.

 Protestants and Catholics both opposed high taxes and aristocratic
Spanish rule, which threatened local traditions of self-government.

 In the 1560s, riots against the Inquisition led to general uprisings
that raged for decades.

 In 1581, the northern Protestant provinces declared their
independence from Spain becoming known as the Dutch
Netherlands.  They finally gained official recognition in 1648.

 The southern Catholic provinces remained part of the Spanish
empire.



Elizabeth I

 Elizabeth was a politique, who
subordinated theological doctrine
to political-unity.

 She merged a centralized episcopal
system with broadly defined
Protestant doctrine and traditional
Catholic ritual.

 In 1570, she was excommunicated
for heresy as relations with Spain
deteriorated.

 Throughout the decade English
seamen preyed on Spanish shipping
in the Americas.



War with Spain
 Francis Drake looted Spanish cities in

the Americas.

 In 1584, Queen Elizabeth I committed
troops to support the Dutch against
Spain in the Netherlands.

 In 1587, she was compelled to
execute her Catholic cousin, Mary,
Queen of Scotts.

 In 1588, to end English attacks and
subdue the Dutch, Philip prepared a
huge armada, or fleet, to carry an
invasion force to England. Sir Francis Drake, Captain

of Revenge



War with Spain (cont.)

 In the English Channel, lumbering Spanish ships took loses
from lighter, faster English ships. Then a sudden storm
scattered the armada, ensuring an English victory.



Economic Decline
In the 1600s, Spanish power and prosperity slowly declined
allowing France to become the most powerful European nation
by the late 1600s.

LACK OF STRONG LEADERSHIP
 The successors of Philip II were far less able leaders than he.

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
 Costly overseas wars drained wealth out of Spain almost as fast as it came

in.
 Treasure from the Americas led Spain to neglect farming and commerce.
 The expulsion of Muslims and Jews from Spain deprived the economy of

many skilled artisans and merchants.
 American gold and silver led to soaring inflation.


